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CALENDAR
November
2: Early release; parent-teacher conferences
3: Parent-teacher conferences
9: Baker High School
Color Run, Sports
Complex, 3 p.m.
10-11: BHS fall concerts, 7 p.m., BHS
auditorium
19: Board meeting, 6
p.m., Baker City Hall
22-24: No school,
Thanksgiving break

December
9: Performances of
"Twas the Night After
Christmas" featuring
Brooklyn Primary third
graders
10: Vespers concerts,
2 p.m. and 4 p.m., BHS
auditorium
18-Jan 1: Christmas
break
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Wet weather doesn't
dampen learning

B

right yellow Les
Schwab bags were
quite the hit at this
year's Outdoor School which
happened during the wettest,
coldest week in September.
The bags are distributed
at the Search and Rescue
station with the purpose of
being tucked away in case of
an emergency, such as being
lost in the woods.
But this year, the bags
helped ward off rain and
wind as well.
Outdoor School welcomed
165 sixth-graders this year
from South Baker Intermediate, Haines, Keating, North
Powder, Baker Web Academy and homeschool.
"More than we've ever
had," said Dorothy Mason,
who has coordinated Outdoor School for seven years.
The program ran Sept. 1821. Each day, groups of 10
rotated through four stations.
By the end of the week, they
had completed lessons at all
16 sites.
The volunteer instructors
came from various agencies, including BLM, Forest
Service, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Oregon Department of
Forestry, Search and Rescue,
Tri-County Weed and the

Ellie Lamb pounds nails while Izabella Thomas holds the birdhouse steady during a station at
this year's Outdoor School. Both girls are sixth graders at Haines Elementary.

Powder Basin Watershed
Council.
Marvin Wood again provided kits for each child to
build a birdhouse, and D&B
Supply donated the nails.
"We're really thankful to
Marvin," Dorothy said.
See page 3
Christopher Luna uses a
compass with the help of
BLM's Amanda Smith during
an Orienteering station at
Outdoor School.
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Great IT guy!

J

acob Rammer is one of our IT
guys. He is super responsive,
friendly, incredibly knowledgeable, and
is a great technology problem-solver!

Hannah Violette, music, Baker
High and Baker Middle School

Great attitude

D

ebbi Wray has an indefatigable,
go-get-'um attitude! She is a
wonderful teacher, a gold mine!

Erin Callahan, South Baker

An amazing team

T

eachers and para-professionals
who teach one-on-one students
are working wonders at South Baker.
New and veteran staff have solidified
into an amazing team that patiently
teaches students how to succeed.
Everyone works together to support students, teaching and reinforcing positive
behavior. Our students are experiencing success after success in academics
and classroom activities because you
care and they know it. Your great attitudes and hard work show, LRC staff.
I'm glad I get to work with all of you!
Thanks for all you do for our school.

Faith Plummer, South Baker

Valuable volunteers

I

t takes a village...South Baker
Intermediate is very appreciative of
community members Jebron Jones and
Becky Sandoval. These two individuals
volunteer weekly/daily at South Baker
Intermediate to develop healthy relationships with students and assist with
supervision.
Students get very excited when they
see these adults on our campus because
they are making a positive impact in the
lives of many of our students. We are
blessed to have community members
who care about all students and serve
where they can. Thank you, Jebron and
Becky

Nanette Lehman, principal,
South Baker

Strong and positive

S

hout out to our two beautiful
cooks! They have stayed strong

Shout Outs
Submissions welcome!

Samantha Overton, South Baker

Great workshop,
great attendance

I

'd like to recognize Kari Baybados,
IMESD Autism Specialist, for her
dedication to helping schools provide
the best possible learning environment
for students with autism.
Kari presented a workshop on autism
to 5J staff this past month at South Baker Intermediate. More than 25 teachers,
paras, classified staff and administrators
benefited from her insight, information
and anecdotal examples. I would also
like to recognize staff who took time at
the end of a long work day to join us
for that workshop. Professional learning
opportunities like these help us do a better job of serving all students equitably.

Betty Palmer,
assistant superintendent

better, or just need a moment to cry or
laugh or just vent. FAMILY HERE IS
REAL!!!

Samantha Overton, South Baker

I

feel so privileged to work with the
entire South Baker family. More
caring, hard-working peeps don't exist!
Erin Callahan, South Baker

She's always happy

C

alli Gulick is always happy and
makes my day better if I am having a down one. She strives to do the
best she can and it's an awesome thing
to see! We all motivate each other to do

I

want to give a shout out to Mrs.
Stevens, Mrs. Rose, and Mr.
Kimball, my fellow sixth-grade teachers here at South Baker Intermediate.
All three of them have gone out of their
way and taken the time to help me out
in one way or another as I am still getting used to things here. I can't express
my gratitude toward them enough. They
are an amazing trio to work with and I
feel super blessed to have them as my
friends and co-workers.

Jonathan Baer, South Baker

Thank you, Beth

I

'd like to recognize Beth DeMastus,
who is teaching a TAG program at
South Baker Intermediate this year. My
daughter loves school and all the great
stuff she's learning in fifth grade, and
TAG is an extra boost to make her even
more excited. Beth's projects with the
kids have challenged my daughter to
think in different ways -- and me too,
when she tries the brain teaser puzzles
on me. Thank you, Beth!

Lisa Jacoby, parent

Paras help keep the
ship afloat

The BMS team

I

would like to give a shout out to all
of the BMS team. Great bunch of
educators and staff!

Jim Howerton,
Baker Middle School

Sustainable living a
hit with students

S

hout out to Laura Morley and
Kate Johnson for making the new
Sustainable Living class an enjoyable,
hands on, taste buds experience for
BMS Students.

Alayna Carpenter,
Baker Middle School

H

ats off to all of our paraprofessionals helping us to keep the
ship afloat. We couldn't do it without
you!!

Andy Ballard, South Baker

Truly a family

Jason Todd, digital communications and technology coordinator

Great co-workers

We welcome “Shout Out” submissions from teachers, parents, community members - anyone who wants to recognize someone for a job well done.
Submissions can be 100 words or less, and include a photograph if available. Email entries to shout.out@bakersd.org.
and positive with this first crazy month
and a half. They both always find ways
to succeed if there is a dilemma. Especially with our field trips and making
lunch early for the fourth graders.

makes me feel right at home. I greatly
appreciate them.

Thank you

I

have a shout for Ellen Dentinger
and Erik McKim. They work tirelessly to answer calls, forward information, solve problems and have been
nothing but a great support in helping
me transition into my new digital communications position. They have made
me feel part of a strong, caring team
who have some hilarious banter that

Thank you,
Mrs. Lehman

I

’d like to thank Mrs. Lehman for
having an open door and offering
her time to a special student who needs
to take breaks every so often. Which,
in turn, makes this student feel like she
can talk to her about anything and therefore has earned her the title of “BEST
PRINCIPAL EVER”(direct quote).
Thank you Mrs. Lehman for taking
the time to talk Monster High and learn
most of the girls’ names.

Calli Gulick, South Baker
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From virtual to reality
Baker Technical Institute simulators provide training on heavy
equipment, then students practice on the real deal at a live land lab

T

he dirt rumbles as
Dawson Vanderwiele
maneuvers the grader
around the gravel pit.
But it's not messy or
noisy.
Although Dawson is
well-acquainted with heavy
equipment — having
grown up at her family's
business Triple-C Redi Mix
— this time she's practicing
her skills on a simulator in
the new lab at Baker Technical Institute. The simulators include an excavator,
dozer, grader and loader.
Dawson, 17, is a senior
at Baker High School. She
is the first woman to be
trained as an instructor on
CAT simulators and now
helps instruct BTI's heavy
equipment courses.
"I want to get more
women into this industry,"
she said.
She helped teach a class
last summer held at Eastern
Oregon University, and
now assists Dave Frazey
with a beginner class offered at BTI. This winter,
she'll be part of a 240-hour
course that includes lab
time and practice at the
live land lab at Triple-C.
The class runs Jan. 2-April

BHS alum
spotlight:
Logan and Chelsa
Mitchell

L

Dawson Vanderwiele, 17, practices driving a grader in the simulation lab at Baker Technical Institute. She is the first woman trained as an instructor on a CAT simulator.

13, meeting Tuesday and
Thursday evenings and Fridays. Tuition is $3,300.
"We've worked with CAT
simulators and industry
partners for two years to
develop this program,"
said Doug Dalton, BTI
president, said of the heavy
equipment lab.
Grants, including Leo
Adler Community Foundation and Ford Family
Foundation purchased the
simulators for BTI, as well
as a custom trailer that enables the program to travel.
The first request came
from the Umatilla Tribe,

Outdoor School:
Continued from Page 1
Topics covered at the 16 stations
included: fish, birdhouses, wildlife,
forestry, watershed, soils, fire, habi-

who booked the mobile
classroom for training in
December.
According to CAT Simulators, this system produces
superior results over traditional training, with students becoming 80 percent
proficient on simulators.
They attain the remaining
20 percent by using real
equipment.
Dawson knows this
first-hand. She didn't have
experience driving a grader,
so went through the simulation course.

See Page 5

tat, leave no trace, geology, search
and rescue, weeds, insects, orienteering, archeology and Elkhorn Wildlife
Management.
The location, for the second year,
was at the base of the Elkhorn
Mountains.
This year, Dorothy reduced the

What is BTI?
Baker Technical Institute
partners with regional
employers and industry
experts to provide an
innovative education in
hands-on fields like welding, nursing, construction, engineering, natural
resources, environmental
science, agriculture, art
and culinary arts.
The goal: launch careers
that can be pursued anywhere in the world while
creating thriving communities here at home.
www.bakerti.org

amount of transition time (from 10
minutes to 5) and added team building exercises each day before lunch.
The groups of 40 worked together to
solve problems, such as how to flip
over a tarp while everyone is standing on it and how to line up, alphabetically, by name without talking.

3

ogan and Chelsa
Mitchell didn't really
intend to spend their
adult life in Baker City.
And yet — they are, and plan
to raise their 3-year-old son,
Knox, in the same town where
they grew up.
"It's a safe place to grow up,"
Chelsa said. "They're going to
be okay here."
Logan graduated from Baker
High School in 2003, and
Chelsa in 2004.
After earning his high school
diploma, Logan headed to Pacific University in Forest Grove
to pursue a degree in optometry
— a career he discovered during a high school job shadow at
Baker Vision Clinic.
Chelsa also went west to college, attending Western Oregon
University where she earned a
teaching degree.
They married in 2007. Baker
City was not on their list to live
after Logan finished school.
"Not always. We were looking
more at the Bend area," Logan
said.
"I had no intention (of moving
back)," Chelsa said.
Then a job opportunity arose
at Baker Vision Clinic, and in
2010 the Mitchells returned to
Baker City. Logan works as an
optometrist, and Chelsa, after
substitute teaching for two
years, opened MAD Habit Boutique where she creates jewelry
and stocks local, handmade and
fair trade items.
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High school science students receive

Advice from a NASA engineer
N

orman H. Chaffee scans
the faces before him, then
sweeps his hand across the crowd.
"I imagine the Neil Armstrong of
Mars is sitting here, or maybe the
one who will train astronauts or
build rockets," he says. "You have
tools today that were unimaginable
when I was in school."
Norman, 80, worked as an engineer for NASA from 1962 to 1998 at
the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. He visited Baker High
School on Oct. 12 to speak with science classes about his childhood and
education that led to his career.
He talked at several rural schools
in October, arranged by James
Norman Chaffee, 80, spoke to science students at Baker High School on Oct.
Loftus of the Joseph Phillip Loftus
12. A chemical engineer, he worked at the NASA Johnson Space Center in
Jr. Mobile Museum, which is part of Houston, Texas, from 1962 to 1998.
the Gardner House in Stayton.
James' father, Joseph Loftus,
said.
"I did a homework project on a
spent 47 years with NASA. It was
Another
time
he
caught
the
currocket once," he said.
Joseph's dream to bring the world
tains
on
fire
trying
to
heat
chemicals
He worked on the Apollo misof science to rural schools. James
in
the
toaster.
sions including Apollo 13, which
arranged for Norman, who lives in
"These
are
just
experimental
acsuffered an explosion in the service
Houston, to tour Oregon.
cidents
that
happen
to
any
chemist,"
module. Norman was one of many
The retired engineer told his audihe
said.
experts called on the emergency to
ence of teenagers that he was lucky
Later,
after
he'd
earned
degrees
help get crew members home with
with his opportunities.
in
chemical
engineering
from
Rice
very limited power. When he heard
"Place yourself at the right time
University, he heard about the new
the predicament, the outcome didn't
and right place so when you're 80
Johnson
Space
Center.
His
interest
look good but he was told "Go figyears old like me, you'll look back
in space piqued when the Soviet
ure something out."
and think 'I was lucky,'" he said.
Union
launched
Sputnik
in
October
He grew up dabbling in science,
The crew made it home alive.
1957, spurring a space race.
and loved looking at pond water
"For many years, Fred Haise was
"I wanted to be part of that activor ants with his microscope. When
my neighbor in Pasadena, Texas. I'm
ity," he said.
he was 10, his parents gave him a
glad we got him back," he said.
So he inquired about a job at the
chemistry set.
To close, Norman encouraged the
Houston space center.
"That really clicked — take two
students to look ahead and imagine
"They said they didn't need any
things, put them together, and make
the possibilities — including travel
chemical engineers."
a third thing," he said.
to the moon and Mars.
But he persisted, and the human
It didn't always work out like he
"One hundred years from now,
resources person found a position
planned.
your children or grandchildren will
"I was a very dangerous chemist," with energy systems — he applied
look up and see a few bright spots
and was hired with an annual salary
he said with a smile.
of light on the moon. Colonies of
of $7,070.
In one experiment, he ruined his
people living there," he said.
Soon he was redirected to rocket
mom's kitchen three times with a
For information about the travelscience — even though he didn't
purple substance.
ing museum project, visit jplmuhave much expertise.
"I was banned to the garage," he
seum.org.
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Vision screened
for 754 students
On Oct. 11, the Baker City Lions
Club and school volunteers completed vision screening for approximately 754 students in the district.
"This process used to take weeks
to complete and now is completed
in one day," said CJ Gray, district
assessment/student services coordinator.
The district screens students in
kindergarten, first, fourth, sixth and
eighth grades, plus any referred by
teachers.
"The Baker City Lions mission
statement rang true throughout our
district during the vision screening:
To empower volunteers to serve
their communities, meet humanitarian needs, encourage peace and
promote international understanding through Lions clubs," CJ said.
"These wonderful people came into
our schools on their own time and
gave so much care and understanding to every student they saw."
The group uses a machine that
give a reading of a student's vision.
Information from the screening is
sent to the parents of students who
show potential issues, suggesting
a follow-up appointment with a vision professional.
"This saves many additional
instructional hours and donated
staff time at the Baker Vision
Clinic, which we always appreciated," CJ said. "Dr. Logan Mitchell
was instrumental in connecting
the Baker School District with
the Baker City Lions Club. It has
had such a positive impact on our
vision screening process. I cannot
say enough wonderful things about
these humanitarians who serve us
here in Baker City. It's a pleasure to
work with them each year."
Nanette Lehman, principal at
South Baker Intermediate, also
recognized CJ for coordinating the
screenings.
"She is very busy with her position (district assessment coordinator) and yet makes the time to
assure our students' vision needs
are being met. She is certainly a
'students first' employee," Nanette
said.
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Superintendent encouraging
discussion about district's facilities

M

ark Witty has visited with more
than 30 groups in the past
months, and he would like the community to come together to discuss the
District's Facilities Master Plan.
"Facilities have frustrated me for 10
years," he said.
This is his third year as superintendent of Baker School District 5J. His
reference to the last 10 years refers to
the disparity he's seen between rural
school facilities as compared to other
districts, such as Redmond, Bend,
Hermiston and Beaverton.
"You don't have to live in Beaverton
to have a quality facility," he said. "I
have a passion that Baker gets the same
or better."
In a recent talk to Brooklyn Primary's
PTO, Mark presented a timeline of
events leading up to the current work
by the Long-Range Facilities Planning
Committee.
In 2015, the district received a technical assistance program grant from the
Oregon Department of Education. The
state, Mark said, is encouraging school
districts to assess facilities, and currently has a program to provide matching
grants of $4 to $8 million for successful
bonds.
Starting in January 2016, a committee
began working on a Facilities Master
Plan by reviewing facilities and collect-

ing data.
The Long-Range Committee began
meeting in March 2017 with 25 members including district staff and county
residents. This group was tasked with
reviewing the FMP findings, touring
district buildings and visiting schools in
other communities.
The goal is for the committee to present a recommendation about facilities
to the school board in late January.
"This is a community decision,"
Mark said. "We need to make sure we
have community members involved in
the discussion."
Kevin Cassidy, school board chair,
pointed out that the committee members come from many different circles
in Baker County.
"This is an enterprise discussion
about our educational facilities," he
said.
Mark presented information on each
of the district's buildings, including
capacity and current student numbers.
Brooklyn, for instance, has a capacity
for 348 students but this year's enrollment is 460. Baker High School, by
contrast, is at 55 percent capacity —
458 students when there is space for
831.
Twenty years ago, the district's enrollment was 2,500. Today it is 1,700.
In the last 20 years, Mark said the district faced two choices: lose structures

Continued from Page 3
Soon after, a new grader
was delivered to Triple-C.
"I just hopped on and
drove it. First time running
a grader," she said.
The simulator records a
student's proficiency at various tasks, and the instructors can review the results
to help fix any problems,
from fuel usage to the effiThe simulator helps students get familiar with the
controls they will find in
the cab of the equipment.

or lose programs.
"We kept programs," he said.
Churchill School was sold, and North
Baker closed (although it now houses
Baker Web Academy, Eagle Cap Innovative High School, the BESST program and culinary arts). The remaining
elementary schools were aligned by
grade level, rather than as neighborhood schools.
The district's buildings are aging and
many date to the mid-1950s. Others are
much older — North Baker's original
section was built in 1913, and additions
were made in 1955 and 1973.
The buildings were not made to
support requirements for 21st-century
programs.
"We have a technology system that
has been overlaid multiple times,"
Mark said.
"We need a facilities plan that supports what we do," Kevin said, "and
take it another 30 to 40 years."
Student needs have changed over the
last 70 years.
"Our mission is to provide Baker
County with a viable 21st-century
workforce," Mark said. "We need
facilities that are designed to support
that critical mission. We are looking
forward to a great discussion with
community stakeholders, and are very
excited to talk about the potential of our
facilities."

ciency of movements.
However, no simulator
can completely replace the
real thing, which is why
each heavy equipment
course includes hours at an
actual job site.
"There's just not experience like hands-on," said
Casey Vanderwiele, who
is Dawson's dad and also
helps instruct the BTI
classes.
And if a student is motivated, these courses can
lead the way to a career.
"The opportunities in the
equipment operator field

are wide open," he said.
Doug said BTI's goal
is to "provide a qualified
workforce for high-demand
jobs throughout the region that in turn can allow
businesses and economies
to thrive." Some students
attend via a tuition-based
format. Income generated through this model
helps sustain the variety
of programs BTI is able to
offer Baker High School
students.
For a list of current pathways offered at BTI, see
inset on Page 3.

5

Education
foundation
awards 6 grants
The Baker Valley Education
Foundation has awarded $4,759
in grants to support classroom
projects in Baker School District
5J.
Awards for the 2017-2018
school year are:
• First Grade STEM Carts, $428,
submitted by Karen Tannehill
• Kindergarten Science Kits,
submitted by Holly Miller,
$282 (plus preparation of kits
organized by BVEF, using BVEF
volunteers)
• Baker High School Choral
Trip to New York City, $800 for
student scholarships, submitted by Hannah Violette
• Sixth Grade Mount St.
Helens Volcano Camp, $1700,
submitted by Mandie Rose
• Fifth Grade LEGO EV3 Brick,
Computer Coding, $1400, submitted by Erin Callahan (plus
$500 charitable contribution
from OTEC and grant-writing
support for possible additional
funding)
• Kindergarten STEM Fairly
Tales Kit, $149, submitted by
Cynthia Norton
This is the first year of awards
for BVEF, which formed in 2017.
The nonprofit foundation's goal
is to "support innovative teaching and hands-on learning in the
public schools of the Baker 5J
School District."
For information, or to learn
about donations, visit the www.
bakervalleyeducationfoundation.
org, call 541-519-1526 or email
kim.mosier.esq@gmail.com.
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Spotlights
Happenings from
around the district
First-grader Juniper
Joseph wrote and read
her story to her Brooklyn
classmates.

Students in Karen Tannehill's first grade class measured each
other with popsicle sticks during a math lesson.
ABOVE: Baker County
Sheriff Travis Ash was one
of the volunteers who
read to the county's kindergartners during a storytime event in September.

LEFT: Haines Elementary
students inspect samples
of river water during an
Outdoor School for grades
kindergarten, first and
second. From left: John
Dorman, Tabitha Bradford,
Mckaleigh Cyr and Mirra
Cole.
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New year, new staff
Brooklyn Primary

South Baker
Intermediate
Caleb Winn, 5th grade
Darcie Banta,
paraprofessional

Angela Lattin,
dean of students
Elizabeth Olson, 2nd grade

Kelsey Lehman,
kindergarten

Fred Dobbs,
custodian
Cynthia Norton,
kindergarten

Not pictured:
Sharon Foster,
BESST program

Makenzie Dyer,
1st grade

Samantha Overton,
paraprofessional

Chris Young,
paraprofessional

Baker
Middle
School

Heather Yaw,
3rd grade

Deborah Butler,
special education

Jonathan Baer,
6th grade

Beth DeMastus, TAG

Holly Coleman,
language arts
Kate Johnson,
science

Naomi Passarelli,
5th grade

Michelle Lyson,
paraprofessional

Angela
Rosemeyer,
guitar
Emily Mery,
social studies

Brianna Peppers,
secretary

Baker High School
Baker Technical Institute
Jaime Lovell, 3rd grade

Kylie Emory, 3rd grade

Haines Elementary
Kari Carter, math
Kari Anderson,
math
Nicole Sullivan,
science
Carla Aichele,
paraprofessional

Karin Seward,
paraprofessional

Kaycie Kitzmiller, PE

Kati Stuchlik,
language arts

Tina Sanal,
custodian

Not pictured:
Ryan Butler, welding
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Friday Experience,
Friday Academy

Bulldog Pride

Studying fire ecology

F

riday offerings in Baker
School District 5J look a
little different this year.
Friday Academy is now similar to Summer Academy — students are invited to attend and
have the opportunity to work
on math, reading and writing.
The goal is to provide instruction for students who are working toward grade level, but may
not be there yet.
The district continues to add
Friday Experience days, which
offer enrichment in various
ways. Some examples are
third graders who meet Friday
afternoons to rehearse a holiday
play, and recently first graders learned how to make bread
while exploring the book "The
Little Red Hen." To see a calendar, visit www.bakerfridayexperience.org.
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High schoolers spend two days in the Anthony Lakes area

S

tudents in biology and advanced biology at Baker
High School had the opportunity to study the effects of wildfire in the field during several days in
September.
"We took students up for a fire ecology day to look
at the Bear Fire from this summer, and to compare that
burn to a fire that went through the area in 1960 (Anthony Creek Fire), as well as comparing to areas that have
not seen fire," said Nicole Sullivan, BHS science teacher.
The Harrell/Mackenzie family let the groups use a
cabin at Anthony Lakes. The boys spent Thursday night
there with chaperone Brad Dunten, and the girls stayed
Friday night with Nicole as chaperone.
After all students toured the various fire locations,
they had time to walk around Anthony Lake or hike up
to Hoffer Lake. Hot meals were served to both groups
for dinner and breakfast while they were staying at the
cabin.
"Games, movies, popcorn, and lots of giggling occurred during my overnight chaperoning gig with the
girls,"Nicole said, "and none of it would have been

Brad Dunten talked about the duff layer, and how its thickness directly correlates to how recently/not recently a fire
may have gone through the area.

possible without Baker 5J's support of the trip and the
Harrell and Mackenzie families lending of their family
cabin."

